VACANCIES

Govi-Nena “ආමා ගොවි” Project is Real Time Mobile-based information system to achieve Food Security for the country and stable and sustainable prices for farmers and consumers. The project will enhance the growth and long term sustainability of the Sri Lankan Agriculture Sector.

We are looking forward for interested and qualified foreign specialist for Ontology Implementation for the above project.

QUALIFICATIONS:

- Experience in International Collaborative Research projects
- Background in similar agricultural projects as mentioned above
- Sound knowledge in Ontology Implementation and mobile-based information systems

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Develop Ontological Knowledge base
- Back-end of development of the mobile-based information system
- Guiding through interface design, implementation and testing phases

We are in a position to provide Rs.125,000/= per month x 30 months and also one visit to Sri Lanka (Rs. 400,000.00/= per visit). This amount will be sufficient to cover your airfares, accommodation, local transport and other living expenses while you are in Sri Lanka.

Applicants can forward their CVs to the following address on or before 2019.06.28:

Address: Dr. W.A. Indika, Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, University of Ruhuna, Matara.

-OR–

Email: walisadeeraa@gmail.com

Coordinator
Govi-Nena Project
University of Ruhuna
2019.06.19